ABSTRACT As mobile social networks grow rapidly, influential user identification has attracted much more attention. Previous studies either need large message overhead to achieve global maxima in influence computation or focus on relatively stable network topology. To tackle the dynamic topology, we present an influential user identification scheme that fully exploits the active mobile users, in which the stable-state property could be leveraged under information potential construction scheme. We also propose an efficient routing algorithm for reaching the global maxima without depending on specific routing protocols. The proposed scheme is validated with extensive simulations using both synthetic random-walk and real-world mobility traces. The results demonstrate that it achieves considerable performance on influential user identification and route construction with little overhead. Furthermore, we present a case of mobile data offloading, and the results show that our scheme could reduce the efficient data traffic by up to 79.2%, compared with a baseline without data offloading.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid increase of smart mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, smartwatches, etc.) and the ubiquity of wireless access give rise to a new frontier for mobile social networks, in which mobile users contact, interact and make friends with each other via their smart devices. Influential user identification is a key research issue in, e.g., the recommendation system [1] , [2] , and information propagation analysis system [3] . With the social participation of mobile users, influential user identification could be more appealing and challenging.
Previous work mainly investigate influential user identification in Internet [4] - [7] . However, the studied network topology is relatively stable, and the traditional metrics include network degree, closeness, betweenness, etc. [8] . With respect to the mobile social networks, most of the existing studies [9] , [10] could identify influential users by utilizing mobility patterns and social relationships. However, they incur the cost of excessive message overhead, which is not neglectable, especially for mobile users.
In this work, we focus on influential user identification with social participation of mobile users. By identifying and selecting influential users, for example, we can achieve the influence maximization for social networking [11] , [12] , or fulfill mobile data offloading for overloaded cellular networks [13] . Being different with previous studies, we leverage the user mobility, while requiring lesser network overhead. Our idea is inspired by the theory of information potential [14] , [15] . which maps local information (e.g., user degree) to a more meaningful and exploitable value within the global context. To integrate this distributed technique into our influential user identification scheme, two major challenges should be addressed: i) Compared to the traditional social networks, the connectivity of mobile social networks is more dynamic due to the users' mobility. ii) The computation and communication overhead should be minimized for batteryconstrained mobile devices. In other words, the proposed solution should meet the following two requirements. First, the information potential scheme should be tailored towards the connectivity properties of mobile social networks.
Second, the message overhead incurred by the influence computation should be lightweight and tolerable to mobile users.
To tackle these challenging requirements, we fully exploit the mobility of smart device users as well as its social relationship. The basic idea is that, the active mobile users can expedite the information propagation to other users or communities effectively, which impose great influence to mobile social networking. A mobile user's influence can be defined by the degree-based centrality in the topology of a mobile social network. In accounting these characters, we incorporate the user's mobility into the influential user identification by leveraging the stable state property under the information potential framework. Further, we design a mechanism to effectively shape the influence landscape which indicates the influence distribution with valleys and peaks, and propose an efficient routing construction algorithm for leading to local maxima efficiently.
To summarize, the main contributions of this work are:
• We propose a novel algorithm to distributedly compute mobile users' influence, considering the network dynamics and social connections of mobile users jointly.
The presented algorithm has two desirable properties including the stable state and the unimodality.
• We present an effective and efficient algorithm to identify and select the influential users based on the converged value of computed influence, and construct the route with which each mobile user could reach the influential users.
• We evaluate our scheme through trace-driven simulations using both a synthetic random-walk based trace and a real-world mobility trace [16] . The results validate the convergence and efficiency of our scheme.
Moreover, we present a case study for mobile data offloading using influential users selected by our scheme, and the experimental results show that our scheme reduces the efficient data traffic by up to 79.2% and 65.2% compared with a baseline and a randomized algorithm respectively. We organize the rest of our paper as follows. Section III describes the proposed model and the problem formulation. Related work is discussed in Section II. We present the distributed algorithm for influence computation, and the routing method in Section IV and V, respectively. Section VI demonstrates the evaluation results. We also discuss some open issues and possible extensions to this work in Section VII. Finally, the work is concluded in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK A. INFLUENTIAL USER IDENTIFICATION IN MOBILE SOCIAL NETWORKS
Mobile social networks have emerged as a new frontier for mobile computing research community. Mobile users contact, interact and make friends with each other via their smart devices, such as smartphones and tablets. Recently, more and more mobile social networking services have been developed, such as Loopt and Foursquare. In addition, there have been several novel mobile social applications designed [17] - [19] . For example, Micro-Blog [17] is a novel system which aims at translating the virtual information telescope into a widely deployable service. SociableSense [18] is a smartphone based platform that captures user behavior in office environments. Meanwhile, some research issues are proposed in the condition of mobile social networks, and one of them is the influence maximization problem or influential user identification problem.
In the traditional social networks, Domingos and Richardson [4] , [5] are the first to study the influence maximization as an algorithmic problem and propose a probabilistic solution.
To address the problem of finding a target influential user set, Kemple et al. [6] formulate it as an submodular problem, and propose a greedy algorithm guaranteeing (1 − 1/e) approximation. After that, there are many solutions improving the algorithm of information maximization [11] , [12] , such as CELF [20] and MixedGreedy, DegreeDiscount [21] . Wang et al. [22] propose Community-based Greedy Algorithm which takes the community detection into consideration, for mining top-K influential users. Besides, Nguyen et al. [9] employed the detection of overlapping community structures in dynamic networks to find these influential users. However, these information maximization algorithms of traditional social networks are centralized.
More recently, Han and Srinivasan [10] propose a distributed protocol to identify mobile influential users by employing the theory of random walks. The idea of [10] is inspired by the ''friendship paradox'', which says ''why your friends have more friends than you do'' [23] . It periodically initializes random walks from a small group of smartphones, so that influential mobile users may be visited by these random walks more often than others. The set of k critical users can be determined after collecting the random-walk counters from all users recorded by their smartphones. The proposed solution differentiates their work in the following two aspects. First, we focus on the process of distributed influence computation and dynamic convergence in mobile social networks. Second, we propose an efficient method to construct a route navigating towards the selected influential users. It is worth noting that a model of the mobile social network and a distributed algorithm for influence computation are presented in our previous work [24] , however, we provide more detailed analysis for the influence computation algorithm, conduct more experiments and perform a practical case study of mobile data offloading to evaluate the proposed algorithms in this paper.
B. INFORMATION POTENTIALS
Information potentials are usually employed as mediums of information aggregation or discovery pertaining to sensor networks [25] - [27] . Lin et al. [27] propose to construct smooth harmonic gradients towards sources, so that the local forwarding guarantees their discovery. Sarkar et al. [25] present query mechanisms for general information fields which support the use of advanced operations, such as VOLUME 5, 2017 iso-contour queries and value restricted routing. However, their approaches can not fulfill the information/influence landscape formation.
Loukas et al. [15] present a localized mechanism to determine the information potential on each node based on local process and the potential of neighboring nodes. As an extension [14] , they then analyze the information potential's convergence for static networks, and provide a mechanism for reshaping a information landscape. While our work is partially inspired by information potentials, ours focuses more on the dynamic topologies and their convergence, and presents an efficient scheme to identify and select influential users.
III. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. NETWORK MODEL AND NOTATIONS
Smartphone users communicate with each other through two ways: i) local connections are constructed through WiFi or Bluetooth when two users are within the communication range of each other, and ii) remote connections are constructed through cellular networks. Therefore, mobile social networking is capable of integrating friends, colleagues and family members from social networking sites. The basic notations used and the network model are as follows.
1) BASIC NOTATIONS
We assume that N mobile users are in a mobile social network, denoted by a set V = {v 1 
is an undirected unweighted graph, where V comprises all N mobile users and E is the set of connections. Let A represent the n × n symmetric adjacency matrix of graph G, which is given by
D is the n × n diagonal connectivity matrix where
Correspondingly, the inverse connectivity matrix D
, ∀i ∈ V , and zero otherwise. Given the adjacency matrix A and diagonal connectivity matrix D, the transition matrix of random walk P can be obtained by
2) DYNAMIC NETWORK MODEL
Intrinsically, a mobile social network is highly dynamic that can be modeled as a specific time-varying graph [29] . Let G t = (V t , E t ) denote a time-varying graph at time t, and G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) be the original input graph. A dynamic network can then be defined as a sequence of graphs (i.e., network snapshots) changing over time:
The time interval between each snapshot depends on practical application scenario. For instance, the time interval could be one hour for mobile data offloading [13] . Fig. 1 illustrates an example of time-varying social graph, in which six users contact with each other opportunistically and intermittently.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We aim at addressing the following two questions: i) How to compute mobile users' influence in a distributed way? ii) how to select the influential users effectively and construct a route to reach them efficiently?
Intuitively, a mobile user's influence can be simply defined as his/her degree-based centrality in a mobile social topology. It is trivial to compute the degree-based centrality if we have acquired the global topology via the centralized solutions. However, the centralized solutions suffer from high computational complexity, and could be failed in capturing the realtime topology. We leverage ''information potential'' rather than the degree itself to represent the user's influence. For large-scale resource-constrained systems, global objectives should be ideally achieved through inexpensive local interactions. An approach satisfying this requirement is information potentials, where distributed functions disseminate information about the process monitored by the network [14] .
Due to the human mobility and network dynamics, the information potential scheme needs to be tailored to fit this new scenario with random walk model. We then adopt a distributed algorithm to compute mobile user's influence dynamically and efficiently. Based on the computed influence of each mobile user, we further propose an effective and efficient scheme to choose a set comprising several influential users. In addition, it is necessary to construct a effective route to get to these influential users. We introduce the influenceascent [30] to denote the largest influence increment among the user's local neighbors. The mobile user further gets to the local influential users along these influence-ascents, similar to the influence process that the chemotactic bacteria acts [31] .
Formally, a dynamic network is given by
.. are network snapshots representing a collection of network topology that changes over time. The basic problem is how to compute the user's influence in different network snapshots. d, y : V → R denotes the functions over V that assign a real value to each mobile user. For a dynamic network G, function d represents the connectivity information in which d(i) is the connectivity of each user i ∈ V . Function y represents the user's instant influence derived from d. The first objective is to compute y iteratively in a distributed way until converging to a stable state π y . The second objective is to obtain the influential user set U containing target influential users by using the stable state of the computed influence. Finally, we aim at constructing a effective route to get to the selected influential users. TABLE 1 shows the frequent used symbols through the paper. 
IV. INFLUENCE COMPUTATION
In this section, we propose a distributed algorithm to compute the mobile users' influence. Particularly, we analyze the algorithmic properties in a time-varying network.
A. THE DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM
The distributed algorithm is to compute a mobile user's influence. Specifically, our algorithm differs from the previous studies, including the centrality-based scheme [8] and traditional information potential schemes [14] , [15] , in the following aspects. Firstly, we directly make the user connectivity be the information computed by each user. By employing mobile device discovery, a user's connectivity at different network snapshot could be obtained. In a neighbor discovery procedure, the mobile devices periodically discover its neighbors within its communication range during a specific time interval. Secondly, we consider the user's influence of a snapshot G t is determined by updating that of the previous snapshot G t−1 , which means that the influence computation is a cumulative process where the cumulated influence values change with the network's evolution. Behind this, the rationale lies in the connectivity properties that the users are highly mobile, and their connectivity changes over time [32] , and thus they can independently aggregate their connections locally for computing the influence globally.
The mechanism that a mobile user i computes the influence y(i) is given by the following equation:
The parameter ϕ is an inhibiting factor which inhibits the information diffusion and controls the transition from global to local view. If ϕ = 0, the equation represents a pure diffusion process, resulting in a uniform y and realizing a global view. To the contrary, if ϕ = 1, the influence only relies on a local one-hop view. The equation differentiates from average consensus in which users simply average their values, as well as broadcasting consensus [33] in which each user computes a weighted average after receiving broadcast information from neighbour nodes. We then define the influence of mobile user as the result computed by Equation 1. Based on the equation, the influence computed by our scheme reflects both the network dynamics and the social connections of mobile users in a time-varying mobile social network. Moreover, compared to the computation of information potentials [14] , the proposed mechanism effectively introduce the social connections of mobile users, which formally can be denoted by user degree ( . i) and user's neighbors C(i) for all user i ∈ V . Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed algorithm of influence computation. The computation of user's influence is iterative, described as follows. For the duration of each time slot, users i ∈ V exchange the influence y(i) with their neighbors after mobile device discovery. During each round, the user receives the neighbors' information, and then updates the neighbor-user set and connectivity, respectively. After that, the user updates her influence to the weighted sum of their locally connectivity d(i) and of the average over the most recent influence values, including her own (as shown in Equation 1 ). The users' behave like the anchors. Each user pulls the neighborhood average towards her own connectivity d(i) with a force which is proportional to the difference between d(i) and the average. This force relies on the parameter ϕ, called inhibiting factor, which lies in 0 < ϕ ≤ 1. The iterative algorithm runs continuously adapting to any network dynamics. The termination of the algorithm is decided locally by comparing the difference of the influence at consecutive rounds against an error threshold ε.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the influence landscape is constructed by the converged influence as the network evolves, considering the user degree and their social connections. The influence landscape indicates the distribution of influence of each user. We are able to reshape this influence landscape using the inhibiting factor ϕ. 
B. ALGORITHMIC PROPERTIES
To facilitate the analysis of our method, we rewrite Equation 1 in a matrix form.
where P is the transition matrix. At the round t, the influence y t is given by
As t grows to infinity, influence y follows the following closed-form expression
because (1 − ϕ)P t approaches asymptotically zero as t grows larger. Based on this matrix form, we analyze the algorithmic properties with the theory of random walks on graphs [34] and PageRank [35] . The proposed algorithm satisfies two desirable properties:
• The stable state: The algorithm can converge to a stable state of the influence (denoted by π y ). From the model described in Section III, the graph whose transition matrix is P is time-homogeneous, irreducible, and aperiodic. According to the theory of random walks, for this graph, a unique stationary distribution state exists, and it converges to this distribution from any initial state [28] . Thus, after the iteratively distributed computation, the computed influence can converge to the stable state π y . The maxima of the stable state π y represent the users who are more influential among all mobile users in the network. To obtain global maxima with influence computation, we can control the inhibiting factor ϕ approaching to 1 while assuring feasible solutions.
• The unimodality property: A function y is unimodal iff it gets a single extremum at the user i, and for each other users, there exists at least one path to this user i. The algorithm is able to provide the unimodality property, guaranteeing an extremum, and thus allowing the user to independently get to the most influential user. To validate these two properties, we conduct the simulations with real-world mobility trace in Section VI, and the simulation results show the convergence of stable state and the process of reaching unimodality.
V. INFLUENTIAL USERS IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION
We propose a algorithm to identify and select the influential users effectively, based on the computed influence and the algorithmic properties described in Section IV. We also construct a route that each user can gets to her local influential user.
A. IDENTIFYING INFLUENTIAL USERS
Usually, the definition of the influential user in traditional social networks is based on the user degree on the static social graph. However, this definition may not be suitable for mobile social networks where the mobility of mobile users is highly dynamic. The active mobile users will accelerate information propagation to other users or communities, which imposes great influence to mobile social networks [10] . Besides, the activeness is quite various among mobile users [13] . Although mobile users may own high degree in the graph, it does not necessarily mean that their influence is larger than others. Considering the activeness of mobile users, the influential user on a graph is defined as follows: the influential users on a graph are the most frequently visited users among their local neighbors by random walks on the graph.
The most frequently visited users among local neighbors is corresponding to local maxima of probability distribution by random walks on the graph. As mentioned in previous section, we have obtained the user's influence which can converge to a stable state π y . We then select these local maxima as target influential users, and further construct an influence landscape.
Concretely, based on the influence computation (Equation 1), we obtain each user's influence converging to a stable state π y . The influential user s ∈ C(i) owns the highest π y among user i's local neighbors, including user i itself. Let M C(i) denote the local maximum (i.e., the influence of the influential user among its local neighbors) among user i's local neighbors C(i), which can be formulated as:
B. CONSTRUCTING INFLUENCE-ASCENT ROUTE
We also propose a method to efficiently construct a route that the users are able to get to the influential users along this route. According to Equation 4 , the weighted factor of connectivity is (1 − ϕ)P k , where P is the transition matrix of random walk and k is the number of steps. Specifically, P k ij represents that a random walker starts from the user i and reach the user j in k steps. The probability is associated with the connectivity between the user i and j. We assign higher significance to the information (i.e., the user connectivity) residing in nearby users and in users with higher degreebased centrality. Based on Authority-Ascent Shift presented in [30] , we propose the influence-ascent A(i), meaning that the neighboring user of user i with the highest expectation of authority increment by a random walk. The influence-ascent A(i) is given by:
Theorem 1: The influence-ascent procedure for any starting user is finite and converges to a local maximum (i.e., the influential user among local neighbors).
Proof: Local neighbors of any user i includes i itself, which has no increment of the stable state of influence (i.e., π y ). The influence's stable state of the successive shifts keep strictly increasing until it reaches a user whose influence-ascent is itself. Thus, the length of this sequence is at most the number of local users, and the final user possess the highest π y . Starting from a user, successive shifts to the influence-ascents progress toward its local maximum. A mobile user is thus able to get to her local influential user along an influence-ascent route.
Algorithm 1 demonstrates the procedure to select influential user set and construct the influence-ascent route. We first obtain the stable state of the each mobile user's influence. According to Equation 5 , we select the local influential user whose influence is the local maximum M among local neighbors (line 2). The influence-ascent value A is computed by Equation 6 (line 3), which is then exploited to construct
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to Influential User Selection and Influence-Ascent Route Construction

Input:
The converged influence π y .
Output:
The influential user set U ; The route R towards the local influential users. 1: for each user i do 2: Obtain the local maximum M C(i) according to Equation 5 3: Compute the influence-ascent A(i) base on Equation 6 4:
Select user s ∈ C(i) of local maxima M C(i) into U , and U = U ∪ {s} 5: end for 6: Construct the route R: associating each user i with its local maximum M C(i) by tree traversals along A(i).
the influence-ascent route R (line 6). Additionally, we select the influential users who possess local maxima into target influential user set (line 4).
With the ubiquity of mobile wireless device and social networking, it is meaningful to find the most influential user, a key problem emerges how to guide the various mobile users towards the other user or areas that they are most interested in. According to a theorem described in [15] , a sufficiently small ϕ exists such that the influence y is unimodal. That means we can find the most influential user in a global view and construct a route to reach it. The aggregated scope (the radius of the extended neighborhood whose information is aggregated) relies on the inhibiting factor ϕ and thus we are capable of reshaping the influence landscape through adjusting ϕ. The landscape is more global if we choose a smaller ϕ.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we demonstrate detailed evaluation for the proposed scheme. First, we conduct a synthetic random-walk based simulation to validate the effectiveness of our algorithm. We then perform a real-world trace-driven simulation to show the influence landscape. Finally, we use our scheme to perform a case study for mobile data traffic offloading.
A. SYNTHETIC RANDOM-WALK BASED SIMULATION
We conduct a synthetic random-walk based trace-driven simulation to evaluate our model and the proposed algorithm for influence computation. Particularly, we validate the convergence property of the proposed scheme.
A simulator in Matlab is created to generate the mobility trace based on random walk model. Each user proceeds the random walk during a fixed time. The users record their encounters when they discover each other within the communication range, and then exchange the computed influence. We build the random-walk based social graph based on the recorded encounters. Five network sizes are tested in VOLUME 5, 2017 our simulation, which comprise 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 users, respectively. Particularly, we measure two representative values of inhibiting factor: ϕ = 0.5, and 0.01. We plot the number of rounds until the algorithm converges in Fig. 3 . The number of rounds is recorded if the convergence error is smaller than 0.05 (ε = 0.05). As the network size increases, the number of rounds increases correspondingly. Additionally, the proposed algorithm incurs an overhead that is on the order of 1/ϕ. For example, the number of convergence rounds of 10 users increases from about 3 for ϕ = 0.5 to about 150 for ϕ = 0.01. Thus, it is preferable to select high values of ϕ for small-scale networks. TABLE 2 shows the proposed algorithm's message overhead for different network sizes. The message overhead increases with increasing the network size. Since the mobile user i merely discovers neighbors and broadcasts a message to these neighbors, the inhibiting factor ϕ does not impact on the messages consumption.
B. REAL-WORLD TRACE-DRIVEN SIMULATION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm more practically, we use a real-world mobility trace, the Sassy dataset [16] . The main reason that we chose the Sassy dataset is that its data size is suitable for implementing our algorithms and it could reflect the human mobility in real world. Sassy deploys 25 mobile devices (IEEE 802.15.4 sensors, T-mote, carried by human users) that can detect each other within a radius of ∼10m. It records the encounters, and further uploads them via the base stations to a central database. Then, we can construct the social graph by using these recorded encounters and the IDs of mobile devices. In the simulation, after two mobile users discover each other, they start exchanging the computed influence. Each user iteratively computes her influence according to the received information and her local neighbors (i.e., her connectivity) until the time of this mobility trace is up.
1) INFLUENCE LANDSCAPE
To evaluate the impact of different inhibiting factors, we show each user's converged influence for different inhibiting factors in Fig. 4 . The difference of the converged influence among each user for ϕ = 0.01 is smaller than that for ϕ = 0.05 and ϕ = 0.95, resulting in a global view. We can thus conclude that the inhibiting factor holds the smoothness property. Particularly, we select the influential users into the influential user set U , and the corresponding influential user sets are {4, 8, 9, 15}, {4, 8, 15} and {16} for ϕ = 0.95, 0.5, and 0.01, respectively. Namely, the number of influential users is accordingly varied by choosing different inhibiting factor.
We show how the inhibiting factor ϕ can determine the influence landscape. Fig. 5a shows an instance of the social graph with the Sassy trace. The maxima of influence distribution are denoted as red squares in the Voronoi cells, as Fig. 5b and 5c show. As ϕ changes from 0.5 to 0.0, we can eliminate two of the three influential users in Fig. 5b , and thus remain the most influential user) shown in Fig. 5c . We are able to reshape the influence landscape by controlling the inhibiting factor. Besides, our method provides an insight that the user with the largest influence in its vicinity, which is not necessarily the one with the largest influence in a global view.
2) INFLUENCE-ASCENT ROUTE
We construct an influence-ascent route as a tree network [36] based on the Sassy dataset. Taking the network size of the Sassy dataset into consideration, the inhibiting factor ϕ is set to be 0.5. Accordingly, the influential user set U is {4, 8, 15}. Each user can reach to its local influential user along the influence-ascent route. We demonstrate the influence-ascent route construction in Fig. 6 , where a trajectory tree of routing is exhibited and the root node is mobile user 4. For example, as for the user 6, the influence-ascent route is 6 → 9 → 4.
We then evaluate the impact of the number of selected users on the routing overhead, which is represented as the number of average hops from each user to the selected users. We choose the percentage of the selected users from 4% to 16% of the total users, and plot the number of average hops between each user to the selected users after constructing the route. The number of average hops increases with increasing the number of selected users, as Fig. 7 shows. Additionally, we compare the proposed algorithm (i.e., Proposed) with randomized user selection scheme (i.e., Random) in terms of route construction. The proposed algorithm outperforms the randomized user selection scheme by 1.18× on average in terms of routing overhead, which validates the efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithm. 
C. A COMPARISON STUDY FOR AN APPLICATION OF MOBILE DATA OFFLOADING
As we mentioned, one of the benefits from associating with social participation and D2D communications is that the influential users could be used as initial target-set to facilitate mobile data traffic offloading. Refer to literature [13] , mobile data traffic offloading, namely, mobile 3G/4G cellular traffic offloading, is utilizing complementary network communication technologies to deliver mobile data traffic that are originally planned for transmission over cellular networks. As a case study of mobile data traffic offloading, and to evaluate the proposed selection scheme, we perform a comparison study between ours and other target-set selection schemes.
After identifying and selecting the influential users, we compare the proposed algorithm for target user selection (namely ''Proposed'' in Fig. 8 ) with a randomized user selection scheme (namely ''Random'' in Fig. 8) , and a greedy user selection algorithm proposed by Han et al. [13] (''Greedy'' in Fig. 8 ), in terms of mobile data offloading. We also introduce a baseline (namely ''Baseline'' in Fig. 8) showing the amount of mobile data traffic without offloading, which is the same as the number of active users during these offloading periods.
Particularly, we use different inhabiting factor ϕ to select different number of influential users into target set. Namely, there is one influential user for ϕ = 0.01, three influential users for ϕ = 0.5 and four influential users for ϕ = 0.95. Correspondingly, we choose the same number of influential users into target-user set when using the other two schemes. We choose different 1-day periods, i.e., Feb. 15, 2008 , Mar. 6, 2008 , and Apr. 24, 2008 , respectively, to observe the traffic load over 3G/4G networks. Fig. 8 plots the simulation results when using Sassy data set. As we can see, the proposed algorithm performs the best for all cases. For example in Fig. 8b , while Random and Greedy reduce the amount of mobile data traffic by up to 54.2% and 64% respectively, Proposed decreases that by up to 79.2%, compared to the Baseline. In particular, the proposed algorithm achieve 65.2% improvement compared to the Random algorithm in the period of Mar. 6, 2008 . In the period of Apr. 24, 2008, the difference of traffic load is not very significant. The possible reason may lie in the small number of mobile users and their limited active area, so that randomly selected mobile users can affect a large number of other users quickly.
VII. DISCUSSION A. PRIVACY-PRESERVING DEVICE DISCOVERY
Our method requires that the mobile users periodically perform device discovery and further exchange information. Due to the energy-constrained property of mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, the energy-efficient device discovery scheme can provide a possible solution. Han et al. have proposed eDiscovery [37] as the first step to bootstrapping mobile opportunistic communications for smartphones. Another novel solution is Searchlight [38] , which guarantees the worst-case discovery bound. On the other hand, the information exchange in mobile social networks is mainly determined by user behaviors. For example, the mobile users may have privacy concerns. Therefore, the privacy-preserving device discovery problem needs a novel solution.
B. HUMAN ISSUES
There are still several issues that relate to the human aspects. For example, the trustworthiness of mobile users could be considered, and the extensions of the work could factor this parameter in. Moreover, in practice, incentive mechanism [39] is needed for motivating adequate users to participate specific tasks. Besides, the human issues are probably more challenging and harder to evaluate, and might require real human trials. On the other hand, some other human issues, such as the human mobility (e.g., the regularity of human mobility and the dwell time at specific places) and social properties (such as the social influence of mobile users, the inter-meeting time of social contact), could be opportunities to enable creative applications.
C. APPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
Identifying the initially influential users facilitates several practical mobile applications, such as mobile data offloading and crowd management. We discuss two practical applications which will benefit from our method.
Mobile data offloading. The 3G/4G cellular networks are currently overloaded because of a large percentage of mobile data traffic is generated by emerging mobile social applications and mobile broadband-based PCs. Thus, the mobile data offloading [13] is required to deal with this critical problem. Target-set selection is the first step toward bootstrapping mobile data offloading for information dissemination in mobile crowdsensing networks. Consider this target-set selection problem, our method can provide the influential user set as the target set to bootstrap the mobile data offloading, and maintain competitive delivery times and ratios.
Crowd management.
Considering an open air festival, such as Woodstock Music Festival, crowds of hundreds of thousands gather within confined spaces. The crowds should not exceed a density threshold for safety reason. By employing our distributed method, attendees equipped with wireless devices are able to monitor their surrounding crowd densities in real time. Also, the attendees can move areas with lower density through the reversed influence-ascent route.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the influential user identification problem in mobile social networks. We have proposed a distributed algorithm to compute the mobile users' influence, inspired by the theory of information potentials. Particularly, we have analyzed the algorithmic properties which are the stable state and unimodality. Additionally, considering the user mobility and activeness, we have presented a method to effectively identify and select the influential users. An influence-ascent route was also constructed, so that a mobile user is able to get to the local influential user. We have conducted extensive simulations by utilizing both a synthetic and a real-world mobility trace. The results demonstrated that our scheme incurred comparably less overhead with respect to influence computation. We also have shown the shaping of influence landscape and the construction of influence-ascent route. Additionally, we perform a case study for mobile data offloading to validate the practicability of our scheme. 
